Abstract. Among the diverse factors contributing to the current financial and economical crisis, there is a purely mathematical law not mentioned by economists. The indistinguishability of identical notes results in a condensation phenomenon (also known in a completely different situation in physics as Bose condensation): if the total amount of money in circulation exceeds a certain threshold (depending on various economic factors), then a collapse occurs. One possible remedy is to introduce several currencies to be used simultaneously; we show that this raises the threshold and thus might help at least to postpone the crisis. If each of the United States were to use its own unique currency along with the dollar, the threshold would be up to seven times higher, and the crisis may not have happened yet. The former abandonment of national currencies in euro countries in favor of one unique European money could also be viewed as an unfavorable factor in the development of the crisis.
Introduction
On September 30, 2008, the National Debt Clock in Manhattan ran out of digits as the United States public debt exceeded $10 trillion, a significant symbol of the current financial and economical crisis. There are many diverse factors behind the crisis, and they are naturally a subject of broad interest. However, apart from economics laws, which are widely discussed nowadays, there is a purely mathematical law contributing to the disaster, an inexorable law of numbers, which economists, let alone the general public, fail to recognize.
Let us start from a simple example. Suppose that there are two banks where money can be deposited, and we wish to deposit one cent 2000 Mathematics Subject Classification. 60C05 (Primary) 91B02, 82B30 (Secondary).
and one penny there. It is easily seen that there are 2 × 2 = 4 distinct options to do so, but should we have two cents and no pennies instead, the number of available options would be limited to three. These two cases give rise to two different laws in number theory. In the second case, the corresponding law implies that the total number of cents (and hence of dollars and of millions of dollars), i.e., the total amount of money in circulation, cannot be arbitrarily large. There is a threshold, and if the amount of money in a given currency exceeds that threshold, then an economic disaster occurs. The same thing pertains to negative amounts of money, i.e., debts.
Mathematically, this kind of disaster can be described as an analog of "Bose condensation": should there be too many particles in a system, all the excessive particles would collapse into the ground state. The condensation effect is indeed observed in finance: for example, if the inflation rate is too high (too much money has been issued), then the lower denominations (like cents, pence, or kopecks) die away, i.e., are withdrawn from circulation.
It is important to note that the condensation phenomenon is solely due to the fact that particles are indistinguishable-there is no condensation at all if the particles are distinguishable (and so obey the Boltzmann statistics). Thus, to increase this dangerous threshold, which is predicted by mathematics and depends on GDP and various other factors, one should somehow "Boltzmannize" the situation, i.e., make individual units of money distinguishable. While this cannot be done to full extent, partial Boltzmannization may well succeed. Namely, one should simultaneously use as many currencies as possible. For example, if, in addition to dollar, its own currency were introduced in each of the United States, then the sum of the thresholds for all states would be much greater than the threshold in the case of a single currency; it would be much harder to exceed this new threshold, and hence the disaster would at least be postponed. By the same pattern, all national currencies should have been retained (along with the euro) or be reinstated in the euro countries. Then the violation of a country's threshold could cause a crisis in that country but would not affect the other economies, just as the 1998 default in Russia did not bring down the world economy. (Unfortunately, the dollar largely circulates outside the United States, and hence the world on the whole is much more affected this time.)
In Section 1, we show how condensation occurs in a mathematical model and what effect the introduction of several currencies might have on the threshold value. Section 2 gives the proof of the theorem stated in Section 1, with references to [1] , [2] , and [3] , where importnat results on which the proof is based are contained. Some discussion of phenomena close to that considered in the present paper can also be found in [4] and [5] .
Main Result
Consider the following simple mathematical model. Suppose that there is a sequence of boxes U j , j = 0, 1, 2, . . . , and each box U j is divided into q j compartments. We take N identical balls and put them into the boxes at random observing the only condition that
where N j is the number of balls in the box U j and M is a positive integer specified in advance. As an outcome, we obtain a sequence of nonnegative integers N j , j = 0, 1, 2, . . . , such that (1) is satisfied. It is easily seen that, given M and N, there are finitely many such sequences. Suppose that all allocations of balls to compartments are equiprobable. Since the number of ways to distribute N j indistinguishable balls over q j compartments is equal to
(where G(x) is the Euler gamma function), it follows that each sequence {N j } can be realized in f ({N j }) ways, where
, and the probability of this sequence is equal to f ({N j }) divided by the sum of the expressions similar to (4) over all sequences of nonnegative integers satisfying the constraints (1) and (2) . This makes the set of all such sequences a probability space; the corresponding probabilities will be denoted by P(·). The numbers q j are called the multiplicities.
We shall assume that q 0 is some positive integer and
where d > 1 is a given parameter (which we refer to as dimension) and the brackets stand for the integer part of a number.
What happens as M, N → ∞? It turns out that the so-called condensation phenomenon occurs: if N tends to infinity too rapidly, namely, if N exceeds some threshold N cr = N cr (M), then a majority of the excessive N − N cr balls end up landing in the box U 0 ; more precisely, with probability asymptotically equal to 1, the number of balls in U 0 is close to N − N cr (and accordingly, the total number of balls in all the other boxes is close to N cr , now matter how large N itself is). Let us state the corresponding theorem.
Theorem. Define N cr = N cr (M) by the formula
where b is the unique positive root of the equation
Next, let
where ε > 0 is arbitrarily small (but fixed ). If N > N cr , then there exist constants C m such that
It is not hard to compute N cr (M). Indeed, in view of (5), the Euler-Maclaurin formula gives
(where ζ(x) is the Euler zeta function) and likewise,
By substituting this into (6) and (7), we obtain
. Now suppose that the situation is the same, but we should additionally paint each of the N balls at random into one of K distinct colors. Now that we can distinguish between balls of different colors but balls of a same color are indistinguishable, how does this affect the probabilities?
Instead of immediately painting the balls, we can further divide each of the q j compartments in the jth box into K sub-compartments and put the uncolored balls there (with the understanding that the balls in the kth sub-compartment will then be painted into the kth color and the dividing walls between the sub-compartments will be removed). Now we have Kq j sub-compartments in the jth box, so that there are
ways to put N j balls into the jth box. All in all, the introduction of K colors has the only effect that all multiplicities q j are multiplied by K.
Our theorem applies in the new situation (with q j replaced by the new multiplicities q j = Kq j ). The computation of the new threshold N cr mimics that of N cr , with the factor K taken into account:
Thus, the introduction of K distinct colors has raised N cr by the factor K 1 d+1 . Or, if we return to economic interpretation, the introduction of concurrently existing K currencies increases the crisis threshold by the factor K 1 d+1 . This is maybe not too much, but nevertheless, assuming that d is close to 1, this factor is something like √ K ≈ 7 for the United States, provided that each of the states were to introduce its own currency to circulate along with the dollar. The outcome will be more or less the same regardless of whether these new currencies are nationwide or function only within their respective states. Note also that while M is somehow related to the gross domestic product (GDP), we believe that the parameter d has to do with the technological level of the economy and tends to 1 in the course of scientific and technological progress. In other words: the higher the country's technological level, the more efficient the introduction of numerous currencies will be to fight the crisis.
Proof of the Theorem
Here is the proof of the theorem. Let N > N cr . There are two possible cases:
The result for case (i) can be derived from Theorem 5 in [3] , and we do not dwell on this derivation, mainly because the assertion itself is not so interesting in this case. (Indeed, |N − N cr | ≤ ∆, and we claim that it is very likely that |N − N cr − N 0 | ≤ ∆, the only useful consequence of which is that N 0 ≤ 2∆.)
Let us carry out the proof in the most interesting case (ii). Consider the following auxiliary problem: we wish to put some balls into the boxes U j , j = 1, 2, . . . , of multiplicities q j , leaving the box U 0 aside. The overall number of balls is not specified in advance, and we should only observe the condition
Theorem 10 in [1] and Theorem 1 in [2] claim that in this problem the sum of all N j is in most cases close to N cr . More precisely, one has the estimate
with some constants C m , m = 1, 2, . . . . Let G(α) be the number of ways to put exactly α balls into the boxes U j , j = 1, 2, . . . , so that condition (14) is satisfied. Note that
Then the estimate (15) can be rewritten as
Let N be the total number of ways to put N balls into the boxes U 0 , U 1 , . . . with condition (1) being satisfied, and let N (∆) be the number of only those ways for which, in addition,
One obviously has
where F (x) is the number of ways to put x balls into the box U 0 of multiplicity q 0 and N ′ = min{N, M}. In a similar way, Note that F (x) is a monotone increasing function. Hence we can estimate
(The last inequality follows from (17) and (ii).) Next, By substituting this into (23), we obtain the desired estimate. The proof of the theorem is complete.
